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Welcome to the Winter Solstice issue of Myoju, the first 
of several issues with the theme Cultivating Faith.  The 
cover image is calligraphy of enso with the character Faith 
inside it. The very first edition of Myoju in Spring 2000 had 
an enso on the cover with a drawing of Ekai Osho in his 
samu clothes making seating for the zendo in his garage. 
An action based in great faith.

Faith is a complex issue. It’s attached to phrases like ‘blind 
faith,’ which seem to trail a sense of mindless following and 
obedience. 

In that very first issue the meaning of Jikishoan is spelt out: 
jiki-direct, sho-realization an-hut: direct realisation hut. So 
realisation is direct. It is not just a matter of theory or belief. 
As Ekai Osho says in his Dharma talk in this issue, ’the faith 
I am talking about comes through experience processed 
through your body and mind…’ and Shuso Katherine 
Shuzan in her talk, ‘when the ‘I’ stopped the doing began…’ 
So cultivating faith involves action. 

Images of cultivation and nature abound in Zen writings, 
poetry and art and teachings: the lotus growing out of 
muddy water, the oyster making its Bright Pearl patiently 
around the grit in its shell, the unfolding of root and trunk, 
branch and flowers of the tree. Buddha Nature is there to 
be cultivated.

We welcome Darren Chaitman as the new Production 
person and thank Vincent Vuu for his support and training 
in the transition. 

 
Robin Laurie 
On behalf of Ekai Korematsu Osho—Editor 
and the Jikishoan Publications Committee

Editorial

Next Issue

Myoju

The next issue of Myoju will be posted around the Spring 
Equinox in September 2016. 

Contributions that support our practice are most welcome, 
including articles, reviews of books or online materials, 
interviews, personal reflections, artwork and photographs. 

The content deadline is 24 July 2016  and the theme is 
‘Cultivating Faith: Continuous Practice.’ 

If you would like to contribute or advertise in the next issue 
of Myoju, email publications @ jikishoan.org.au.

MYOJU SUBSCRIPTION 

A Myoju subscription is available to non-members for 
A$30 per year, mailed quarterly in hardcopy. Please 

contact the Myoju Publications team at publications 
@ jikishoan.org.au, or visit our website for more 

information and to download the subscription form. 
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Abbott’s News  
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For the first part of 2016, the focus of the Abbott and 
Jikishoan has been on the fourth Practice Period, an 
intense period of six months of practice headed by the 
Shuso and the Shuso ryo. The Abbot has been training 
and coaching them since the November Retreat in 2015. 
The Shuso ryo brought their steady, powerful practice to 
the Easter Retreat and demonstrated this again during 
the Shuso Ceremony (Hossen-shiki) held as part of the 
Foundation Day celebrations in April. Shuzan Katherine 
as Shuso, supported by Shoki, Myoe Julie, and Benji, Peter 
Farley, set a wonderful example for us.

Jikishoan’s Foundation Day, which was held on April 
24th, was a joyous occasion, with members arriving from 
many directions to take part in the Sanzenkai held in the 
morning, and the entertainment and Hossen-shiki in the 
afternoon. Ekai Osho’s kindly presence and wonderful 
Dharma talk at Sanzenkai that morning set the background 
for the ceremony in the afternoon. He emphasised again 
the joy of community practice and the growing maturity 
of a teen-age Jikishoan. Bansan, which concluded the First 
Semester and the Practice Period, was held on June 26th. 
Ekai Osho presented the poem above to Shuso Shuzan at 
the conclusion of the Hossen-shiki. 

During the Practice Period, Jikishoan held its 51st Retreat 
over Easter at Adekate Conference Centre which 
attracted 41 participants – 31 of whom stayed 7 days. 
For his Teisho talks, Ekai Osho used ‘Points to Watch in 
Practising the Way’ (Gakudo Yojinshu) by Zen Master 
Dogen. The growing ease and smoothness in the set-
up and running of the Retreat demonstrated Jikishoan’s 

growing administrative maturity and increased confidence 
of members in working together with a common purpose.

Ekai Osho continues to be involved in the Building Team’s 
quest to find Jikishoan its own home. In the past Ekai Osho 
has emphasised that the community itself is our temple, 
but he also suggests that now is the time for us to start the 
process to acquire a real, physical home for the continuity 
of the practice.

During May, Ekai Osho spent considerable time away from 
Melbourne. He was invited by Seido Suzuki Roshi to take 
part in the 600th anniversary of Toshojii Monastery in 
early May. It is an honour for our Abbot to attend such a 
significant occasion, and gives him the opportunity to pay 
respects to the Abbot and community of Toshojii, who 
so generously support Jikishoan students’ participation 
there. It also provides him an opportunity to reconnect 
with many others from the Soto Zen tradition in Japan.

Later in May Ekai Osho returned to Japan for family 
reasons. During his absences, the IBS program continued 
with the A classes and Sanzenkai programs under the 
stewardship of the Committee and IBS coordinators. 
Again, it is encouraging to see the growing ability of the 
Community to continue to function even in the (short) 
absence of the Abbot.

May the good health of the practice of Abbot and 
Community continue.

Shudo Hannah Fortsyth

For Shuzan Shuso

Entering the mountain of the true dharma, 
Shuzan has revealed her resolve. 

“Vast – Nothing Holy” – Bodhidharma’s koan 
case was raised today, 

Celebrating and marking her on-going practice 
in the mountain 

 
Well done and Congratulations!

Monk Ekai, 24 April 2016

Shuso Katherine 
Shuzan, Shuso Ryo, 

previous Shusos, and 
Shuzan’s family and 
friends. Photograph: 

Vincent Vuu.



Committee News
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A CALL TO COMMUNITY

The first half of 2016 has been an active time for the 
Jikishoan Management Committee, and for the community 
in general through the structure of our 4th Practice Period. 
A growth in membership has accompanied this activity 
and it is always a great pleasure and with some excitement 
that the committee welcomes new members. In the last 
seven months there have been six new members and we 
wish them all a long and happy association with Jikishoan.

The membership of Jikishoan is where our strength lies – it 
is part of our fundamental structure along with the Practice 
itself. Since 1999 the membership and Practice have made 
up the components of our temple, and with the guidance 
and devotion of our teacher our virtual temple has grown 
and matured.

From a personal point of view, as I enter the winter of 
my 63rd year, the longevity and secure establishment of 
Jikishoan is a concern for me as I know it is for many of 
you too.

The Building Project Sub-Committee has been establishing 
itself as a working unit over the last ten months or so. A 
particular focus has been fund-raising and overseeing the 
’Match the Pledge‘ project. As this project edges towards 
its conclusion, the possibility of Jikishoan achieving the 
goal of purchasing a building becomes ever more real.

Through all this activity the practice continues and at the 
core of the functional practice element is the Jikishoan 
Treasury led by Naomi Sonen Richards. Because standing 
out has no benefit and Naomi practises this so beautifully, 
it is easy to forget or at least not be aware of her practice as 
treasurer and the influence her steady hand has made to 
the healthy state of Jikishoan’s financial affairs. Treasury is 
the bottom line of Jikishoan’s functioning in the world and 
makes it possible for us to manifest the practice for the 
sake of ourselves and others.

These words are a prelude to reminding the membership 
of the precarious position an organisation is in when one 
person is holding a portfolio with insufficient involvement 
of others. 

In 2014–15 Naomi led the Fusu project to introduce and 
educate interested members in the various aspects of 
receiving, receipting and recording money. The project 

Fusu project at  Foun-
dation Day 2015. 

Left to right: John 
Wardell, Naomi Rich-
ards (Treasurer), and 

Lee-Ann Armitage. 
 

Photograph: James 
Watt

SILENT AUCTION
John Hickey announces the results of the silent auction 

at Jikishoan’s 2016 Foundation Day
61 individual auction lots were donated including: art 
works, clothing, bags, books, DVDs, CDs, plants, kitchen 
appliances, professional services and items supporting 
our practice. Two unique and perennial lots were the 
propagated Bodhi tree stocks (‘enlightenment not guar-
anteed’) and the one year lease of the oil painting por-
trait of Osho Sama. There was keen, silent, competitive 
bidding and some items with no bids to remind us of the 
oneness of duality. $3,133 was raised for the Jikishoan 
Building Fund and this will be included in the doubling 
arising from the ‘Match The Pledge’ campaign. 
Thanks to item donors, all those who browsed through 
the auction area, the unsuccessful and successful bid-
ders, monetary donors and those who enabled this ac-
tivity - Katherine Yeo, Christine Maingard, Iris Dillow, Is-
abelle Henry, Katrina Woodland, Naomi Richards, Ann 
Alexander, Pam Kadow and John Hickey.
An entertaining and useful activity during a wonderful 
Foundation Day. 

was received positively by those who participated and, 
among other things, it served to demonstrate how a group 
of people might function together to bring this aspect of 
practice up to the next level.

Moral persuasion can work, but it usually doesn’t last. So this 
is an invitation to consider.  We welcome you if you have 
aptitude, interest, skill – any and all of these – or a desire 
to extend yourself in practice terms and bring community 
practice alive in your life.

Thank you to all members for the variety and range of your 
practice, which supports and gives life to Jikishoan’s vision 
and aims.  

May we all practise freely and realise the Buddha’s Way for 
the sake of everyone. Gassho. 

Shona Innes

Acting President



Master Gensa Shibi said as an expression of the truth, ‘The whole universe in the ten direc-
tions is one bright pearl.’ One day a monk asked Master Gensa, ‘I have heard your words that 
the whole universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. How should we understand this?’ 
The Master answered, ‘The whole universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. What use 
is understanding?’

Later the Master asked the monk, ‘How do you understand this?’ The monk replied, ‘The 
whole universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. What use is understanding?’ The Mas-
ter said, ‘I see that you are struggling to get inside a demon’s cave in a black mountain ... even 
surmising and worry is not different from the bright pearl. No action nor any thought has ever 
been caused by anything other than the bright pearl. Therefore, forward and backward steps 
in a demon’s black-mountain cave are just the one bright pearl itself.’

Excerpted from ‘Ikka-no-Myoju’ in Dogen Zenji’s Shobogenzo. 

Bright Pearl
A note on the title of this 

magazine. 

Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community is a growing 
community of people learning and practising Zen 
meditation under the guidance of Ekai Korematsu Osho. 
Ekai Osho has practised and taught Zen Buddhism in 
Japan, the United States and India for over 30 years. 

The name of the community encapsulates its spirit: ‘Jiki’ 
means straightforward or direct; ‘sho’ means proof or satori; 
and ‘an’ means hut. The practice is the proof—there is no 
proof separate from that. The proof, satori or awakening 
does not come after you’ve finished—it is direct, here and 
now. 

Jikishoan runs a range of programmes throughout the 
year, which are conducted in the spirit of Bendoho—the 
original way of practice prescribed by Dogen Zenji in the 
13th century. 

More information about courses, one-day workshops, 
retreats and weekly meditation sessions can be found in 
the teaching schedule of this magazine and on the website 
at jikishoan.org.au. We warmly welcome anyone who 
would like to know more about Zen Buddhism to attend 
any of these activities. 

CONTACT US

Post: PO Box 475, Yarraville Vic 3013, Australia.  
Phone: (03) 8307 0600 
Email: contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Welcome to Jikishoan
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Ekai Osho and Jikishoan Community received the news of 
the death of Zenkei Blanche Hartman on May 13th 2016 
with sadness and gratitude; sadness that her physical 
presence is no longer with us, and gratitude for the inspiring 
example of Zen practice that she has left.

Zenkei Blanche and her late husband Shuun Lou were 
dedicated students of Sojun Mel Weismann and Shunryu 
Suzuki. Zenkei Blanche later became co-abbess of 
San Francisco Zen Centre from 1996 – 2002. She was 
instrumental in establishing the practice for sewing 
Buddha’s robes, nyoho-e, at the Centre under the 
guidance of Kasai Joshin-san, and her teachings, writings 
and example continue to be an inspiration for us today.

Blanche Hartman is remembered by Ekai Osho as a 
generous and steadfast mentor to him in his student days 
in United States, and he appreciates that he was able to 
visit her almost exactly a year ago. May her example and 
teachings of simplicity, love and compassion for all beings 
continue.

Millicent Reed sat with Zenkei Blanche at SFZBC and sent 
in this remembrance: “Blanche gave a series of talks, when 
I was at Zen Center, on the book, My Stroke of Insight. It has 
permanently affected my practice, and I have the greatest 
gratitude for Blanche for the depth of her teaching. The other 
memory I have is how, as an old person, she made the 8 bows 
which are the daily practice at Zen Center. She remained on 
her knees and prostrated from there, rather than bowing while 
standing.”

Gassho — Shudo Hannah Forsyth

Vale Zenkei Blanche  
Hartman

Zenkei Blanche Hartman. 

Photograph: Tassajara 
Mountain Zen Centre



CULTIVATING FAITH
Dharma Talk
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EKAI KOREMATSU OSHO

Liam Tosen D’Hondt and Joe 
Wong setting up the altar for 
Foundation Day.

Photograph: Vincent Vuu
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you, you need to discover through your own experience. To 
discover the deeper part of you, that place where the whole 
self can settle, that is important. Without a healthy rhythm 
and good balance you cannot settle. If you can base your 
Zen practice and training on that kind of understanding 
you don’t go wrong. It’s not about memorising ideas and 
accumulating a lot of information, it’s about yourself and 
a healthy rhythm and discovering this. And when things in 
your life become cloudy, your rhythm seems lost, but culti-
vating faith overcomes that obstacle. Cultivating that kind 
of faith – it’s not about ideas, it’s about practice. The more 
you continue the more you develop in that way. 

Shunryu Suzuki Roshi said, ‘You develop the composure’. 
In Zen Mind Beginners Mind, he talks about the histori-
cal Buddha as being no different to us. When something 
happens, an emotional or unfortunate thing or something 
sad, the Buddha suffers emotionally, he experiences that 
kind of emotion. But his view of the world, of life, is stable 
and composed. How is this possible? It is faith. Not blind 
faith or faith coming from believing certain ideas. It is quite 
different.

Student question: Is it faith in our practice or cultivating our 
practice?  

Ekai Osho: I am just referring to what Suzuki Roshi said. 
Composure. The way it comes. People who have strong 
faith can overcome difficulty, even if the world is turned 
upside down. Faith can overcome the great matter of life 
and death. That is faith. If you try to understand this in-
tellectually it’s impossible, the day never comes. But it’s 
good if you can feel that, sense that; it’s a good start. So 
the question for you is: What do you think this faith is?

The starting point is where you are right now. How do you 
relate to faith? You have to ask yourself that question. Is 
this what Buddhism is talking about? Is this what Ekai is 
talking about? Is this what Kogen Mizuno means when he 
writes – when faith is established it is indestructible. The 
faith I am talking about comes through experience, pro-
cessed through your body and mind. So it’s not instinctive, 
like that of an innocent baby. 

Those who have signed up for the six- month practice 
period should sit with this each time. If you can sit with 
this for six months it proves something.  There are times 
when doubt arises – why am I coming here? There are 
times you are totally accepting. Sit with it and cultivation 
of faith comes. I have no doubt it will have an effect on 
you. The development of composure, development of 
view – unshakeable. The Buddhist view, right view is like 
that. Right view doesn’t change. Even if your personal life 
and the world changes; even if the Buddha comes, you 
don’t change your mind; if evil comes, you don’t change 
your mind, you do your best. We’re very selective, we just 
want the Buddha to come. 

Thank you very much. Thank you for coming today.

Talk given at Sunday Sanzenkai, 17 January 2016. Transcribed 
and edited by Margaret Kokyo Lynch.

It’s good to take a break – Christmas, New Year – but now 
it feels good to come back to the routine of practice. 
When it comes to maintaining the rhythm of practice, 
those exciting, festive occasions are a challenge. Many 

activities take place and the usual rhythm of life, the routine, 
is disrupted. It’s good to have a break from routine, but if it 
continues…what kind of activity are you replacing it with? 
You have to do something, you can’t stay at home watch-
ing television or videos the whole time; you have to go par-
tying, socialising. It’s an exciting time but also a challenge. 
You can feel lost, disconnected from the world you are fa-
miliar with, a fish out of water. I particularly experience this. 
 
Before marrying and moving here to raise a family, I lived in 
a monastery for 12 years. In the monastic community there 
is not much disruption from the outside world, just routine. 
Of course there are seasonal changes; monthly activities, 
yearly activities, but within the rhythm of the monastery 
there is no unexpected disruption; it’s all contained within 
the rhythm, a peaceful way. So I’m very familiar with that 
life. But getting married, having children, I couldn’t main-
tain that rhythm so I created an ‘incubator’ in a converted 
garage, that was the Jikishoan Zendo. Then other people 
showed an interest and also began to come into the incu-
bator. The Jikishoan Community was formed.

You can’t always stay in the incubator, you have to do 
some activities with the rhythm of practice, so Jikishoan 
was incorporated and started various activities. Sunday 
Sanzenkai is one of them, a base activity for the commu-
nity. Individually and collectively we come here. It’s a great 
place of self-care for the deeper part of Self. Here you can 
tap into the source of Self and connect with that. In this 
space you feel safe, you receive basic energy – mind and 
body start to function normally. This space is very strong 
and it becomes stronger the more you practise. It doesn’t 
take long; you feel it as soon as you come back. 

Zen training and practice is about developing good 
rhythm, rhythm corresponds to the nature of the self, both 
physically and mentally. If you align with this rhythm, body 
and mind finds it’s respective place, it feels good. People 
who have practised this way and experienced the ongoing 
changes in the body and mind can probably relate to this. 
It doesn’t take long, as soon as you come to the form - za-
zen - it finds it’s own place. That intimate space is not just 
an idea, you experience it.

I think people who come to retreats can identify with this. 
When you compare the rhythm of the retreat with the way 
we live in our day-to-day lives, they are so far apart. But if 
you experience the rhythm of the practice in Zen retreat, 
again and again – maybe 10 times, or even 3 or 4 times – 
once you’re back it’s as if there is no gap; it’s a continuation, 
it’s very strange to say. Zen retreat brings everything back 
into a healthy rhythm, body and mind come back to the 
framework. That is experience. So coming back to Sunday 
Sanzenkai feels good.

Discovering the Self, the deeper part of the Self, physically 
and mentally is very important. You cannot discover the 
Self by reading a book or listening to what others say about 



On Feb 4 the Shuso did the Entering ceremony as the 
Shuso at Sanzenkai.  Every step mattered, every prostration 
mattered. It was very solemn. But the training of the Shuso 
had already begun before that at the November retreat, 
Jikishoan’s 50th retreat, and the training continues. 

So what does the Shuso do? 

Service to the community is a huge part of the Shuso’s 
practice. As much as possible first to arrive, last to leave, 
present and engaged. So at the 50th retreat when the 
Shuso’s training began the Shuso rang the wakeup bell and 
rang the night bell, the fire watch bell- first to wake up, last 
to go to bed.

When Shuso is present and engaged she attends to all 
sectors of the community. So you may see the Shuso 
arrive at the front desk and greet them and speak with the 
Jiroku on duty as to how things are going and then walk to 
the kitchen and do the same thing ask them how things 
are going.  When I went to the kitchen tonight I was very 
aware that James had been sick this whole week. That 
information is just as important to be known. So this is 
attending to all sectors of the community. 

Now there are members of Jikishoan who are doing their 
Practice Period based at Thursday Sanzenkai B2 and I see 
that its encouraging to be present there as well and also 
necessary to my training. I also do the evening service 
there as I do tonight.

 It has been taught to me that the Shuso is the model of the 

So we are now in the fourth week of Jikishoan’s 
fourth Practice period which began on Jan 21 and 
will complete on June 26: a total of 151 days. This 
is a practice introduced by Buddha and it is very 

ancient. Jikishoan does not always have a Practice Period 
every year.  Practice Period has always taken place with the 
appointment of a Head student also called a Shuso. 

At this point I would like to acknowledge the 3 Shusos 
who have come before: Shudo Hannah is the first in 2011, 
Teishin Shona is the second in 2013 and Myoe Julie in 2014. 
So for me I have participated in 3 Practice Periods and this 
time, the fourth, as Head Student. 

I would also like to acknowledge the Shuso Ryo as the 
Shuso could not do this alone. It could not be done. Today 
the Shuso Ryo is Myoe Julie who is Shoki and Peter Farley 
who is Benji and they guide the Shuso. Whenever I feel 
disheartened I look at them and I feel resolve. So I thank 
them. 

Now in tonight’s talk I would like to offer a little eyehole 
as to what the Shuso does or what I have experienced so 
far.  Along the way I hope to  be able to give an idea of why 
I have titled this talk Empty Cup. This is from Chapter 11 of 
the Tao Te Ching; Lao Tzu teaches:

... Mould clay to make a vessel; it is the empty space 
that makes the vessel useful. Cut doors and windows to 
make a room; it is the holes that makes the room useful. 
That which is there is an advantage. But it is emptiness 
that makes it useful.

8

Empty Cup  
Katherine Shuzan Yeo

Shuso Talk

On February 28 2016, at Sunday Sanzenkai, Katherine gave 
the first of three talks as Shuso (Head Student) for Jikishoan’s 

Fourth Practice Period. 

Transcribed and edited by Robin Laurie.
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practice. When I first heard this I actually requested that 
the word “model” not be used. I had grave difficulties with 
this word. For me models are the people who are utterly 
courageous and upright and all of us have such models. 
What I did was, and we do a lot of this in Main Course A, 
is ask what are 3 words that could play the role of the word 
“model”, and I came up with the words “reference point”, “a 
pointer” and “example of”.  And once I found these words 
I knew what I had to do. I’ll just give one example: when the 
Han is hit at 5.25 this evening the Shuso is already sitting 
at her appointed place, straight spine, cosmic mudra and 
eyes open. So she is already being a reference point and an 
example of, and tonight the Shuso leads the service in the 
presence of the Doshi. 

This Sutra book which was at the November retreat is very 
precious to me because in this book I have all the dashes, 
dots and comments of where to stand, where to sit and 
where I am supposed to be. So this is what the Shuso does 
at Sunday Sanzenkai and at Thursday night Sanzenkai. 

But the Shuso also has personal practice at home. And to 
give you a little eyehole into what I do at home I will show 
you this book. Now in this book the night before I will write 
down the schedule for the next day. And tonight before 
going to bed I will check whether I have been able to 
meet the schedule for today. Then I will write a reflection 
and then I will write a schedule for tomorrow. There are 
5 points to each day: wake up, breakfast, lunch, supper 
and bed.  And of course it sounds familiar to those of you 
who have attended retreats. Those are the markers and in 
between those markers I write down what I will be doing. 

Shuso has personal chanting which I do at home. It can 
be an hour long or a shorter service of about half an hour 
or 25 minutes or a very quick one of just 5 minutes. I do 
that Shuso chanting in the afternoon after lunch. And it is 
also in the afternoon that I schedule the key koan study 
for the Foundation Day Shuso Ceremony and I read the 
chapter on Bodhidharma from a book that  Ekai Osho has 
recommended, aloud! and for this chapter I study each line 
at a time. This practice will be repeated during the entire 
Practice Period until the end of June. 

The other things that also go into the schedule every day 
are work, family affairs and self care. So that gives you an 
idea what the Shuso does in her personal practice at home

When Ekai Osho instructed me to start this practice it was 
very foreign to me because I know how I structure my day 
and it is not written down. This required me to write it all 
down and actually I have benefitted from writing it down 
and checking at the end of the day. It has kept me on the 
path and I have been able to avoid a lot of distractions. 
Having written it down I cannot lie to myself I have done all 
I have said. It allows a sincere reflection on how I practice 
every day.

But the Shuso is also learning to be flexible. Things arise. 
Sometimes things arise during the day and have to be 
accommodated and that is written as an experience in the 
log.

Now there is another practice and that is on the occasions 
when the teacher Ekai Osho is present the Shuso should 

Photograph: Vaughan Behncke
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attend too. This is not so onerous as Main Course A 
coordinator I try to be at the classes and stay in touch with 
the students. 

But there is a glitch! 

And I had to face it. It is the question of how do I do it? I 
wonder if it is a question some of you ask yourself. How do 
I do it? 

I am not referring solely to the forms. The forms are 
very important, they provide a structure. But I am also 
concerned with my attitude, ‘To do it with the same 
sincerity as Buddha,’  that’s a quote from Shunryu Suzuki. 
I was very struck by this and at the end of the November 
retreat some of us had to write a report and I would like to 
read a little of the conclusion I had written: 

“I have to find a way be a model of the practice, take the 
practice forward. In public have the manner of gravitas, 
laugh inside, project the voice loudly, be in the zendo with 
beginner’s mind, be an empty cup, connect with all sectors 
of the community. 

And the only way - was to do it. In the first 2 days I kept 
asking myself what am I waiting for?  For how long am I 
going to keep wondering what did I get myself into? And 
when the ‘I’ stopped, the doing began. There is a lot to do. 
There is nothing to understand. All that is needed is to be 
an empty cup. And the Shuso’s, and our practice will be 
verified by all things and everything will become clear. “

And so we are now in the 4th week of Jikishoan’s Practice 
Period. There are 32 of us who have committed to a plan to 
participate in this Practice Period. Just now I talked about 
the Shuso’s entering ceremony where every step matters, 
every prostration matters. It is the community that makes 
all this sensible. Yes things have changed and shifted 
and my responses have changed and shifted because of 
community. And I come and sit in the zendo and slowly 
you all walk in. There is this joy you are here. 

There are also times when I don’t want to talk to anyone. 
My apologies to Ekai Osho for that and to people I ignore. 
That is Katherine’s practice. Shuso is also human. 

My best wish is that your practice, our practice, goes well. 
And as we go along we will share the story. This student talk 
is to give you an eye-hole look into what the Shuso does. I 
hope it also encourages you. 

Let’s just do it. 

 
 
‘In the first two days I kept asking myself , “What am I waiting for?  For how long am 
I going to keep wondering what did I get myself into?” And when the ‘I’ stopped, the 
doing began. There is a lot to do. There is nothing to understand. All that is needed 
is to be an empty cup.’

DHARMA COMBAT
The following koan, and accompanying verse 

commentary, were given to Katherine Shuzan to 
study during Practice Period.  

She answered questions abut the text in a 
Dharma Combat Ceremony (Hossen-shiki) on 

Founrdation Day, 24 April.
•

Emporer Wu of Liang asked the great teacher 
Bodhidharma “What is the highest meaning 

of the holy truth?” 

Bodhidharma said “Empty. There is no holy.” 

The emperor said “Who are you facing me?”

Bodhidharma said “Don’t know.”

The emperor didn’t understand.

Bodhidharma subsequently crossed the 
Yangtze river and came to Shaolin and faced 

the wall for nine years.

•

Wide open and plain. Nothing is sacred.

The point of his coming is very different.

Succeeding he swings the axe without injur-
ing the nose.

Failing, drops the picture without looking 
back.

All alone he sat frozen at Shaolin.

Silent and still he fully demonstrated the true 
meaning.

The clear moon of autumn turns its frosty 
disc. The faint dipper in the river of stars dan-

gles its evening hammer.

In an unbroken line the robe and bowl were 
handed down to descendants.

Thence have humans and deities produced 
medicines and sickness.

The lion’s roar is inexhaustible.

The lion’s roar is inexhaustible.
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OPEN BASKET: SANGHA NEWS

Miracle of Toshoji 
 
BY EKAI KOREMATSU OSHO

The grand celebration of Toshoji’s 600th foundation anni-
versary was held for three days from May 9th.  I was fortu-
nate to be able to attend the entire event. Taiho Fukuyama 
Zenji, who is Abbot of Eiheiji and Head of Soto Zen School, 
officiated to conclude this celebration in the afternoon on 
May 11th.

There was a total of about 300 participants from all parts 
of Japan and overseas including 32 trainee monks, 110 
priests and over 150 lay people over the three day period.

There were two special commemorative teachings in the 
afternoons: 

1. Shundo Aoyama Roshi, Abbess of Aichi Semon Nisodo, 
delivered a Teisho on Shobogenzo Shishobo on May 9th. 
2. Hoitsu Suzuki Roshi, Toshoji’s Seido, delivered a Teisho 
on Shobogenzo Baika on May 10th. 

I was honoured to be given the role as the English inter-
preter for these two distinguished teachers for their teach-
ings, which was necessary as there were 16 monks and 
nuns from overseas. 

In September 2008 I first went to Toshoji to visit Seido 
Suzuki Roshi. It was shortly after he was installed as the 
new Abbot. At that time this old temple complex of histor-
ical significance looked rundown and deserted after many 
years of absence of a resident Abbotship. It was hard to 
believe that, once upon time, Toshoji was known as a head 
training monastery with over 1000 temples throughout Ja-
pan under its temple lineage. 

Eight years ago, who would have thought that old shabby 
Toshoji would become today’s revived Toshoji? 

Just to give you some idea. Starting with the major res-
toration of Sanmon, the temple gate, Seido Suzuki Roshi 
undertook a series of successive restoration and renova-
tion projects. Major temple buildings such as Sodo (monks 
hall), Hatto (Buddha Hall), and Kunin (Kitchen and Ad-
min quarters) have been refurbished to satisfy the stan-
dard of Semon Sodo, an official Zen training monastery. 
The latest completed was Seido Hall at the right side of 
the temple gate, a new building for Toshoji’s Seido Roshi 
who supports the Abbot as a mentor and teacher for of-
ficial monastic training and education. I have witnessed 
the progress of those projects with awe in my past annual 
visits.

With the leadership of the new Abbot, the registry for To-
shoji line of temples has been revived and reinstated to 
successfully form the membership based Toshoji support 
organization called Ijikai. This Ijikai was crucial as Toshoji 
has only 20 danka family membership who could contrib-
ute to the cause. It would be extremely difficult to run and 
even to survive as an ordinary temple without it. 

I must agree when I heard Kansu Roshi, Director, say, “It is 
a miracle of Toshoji.” May I humbly add, “The miracle has 
come after lots of work and practice by those who shared 
Suzuki Roshi’s vision for Toshoji”. It was truly a great and 
joyful celebration for all who have contributed.

I have the strong feeling that if Ikko Narasaki Roshi were 
still alive, he would be overjoyed with Toshoji’s 600th 
Foundation Celebration and the achievement that his 
close student Seido Suzuki Roshi brought to the Soto Zen 
Community at large in Japan and beyond. 

May Toshoji Docho Roshi continue to enjoy good health 
and spirit for benefit of all beings.

Humbly,

Monk Ekai.
12

Taiho Fukuyama 
Zenji, Head of Soto 

School (above); and 
Seido Suzuki Roshi, 

Abbot of Toshoji 
(right)
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Retreat Reflexion

BY PETER BRAMMER

Finally my first full seven day retreat  

day one bells ring wake up at 5am 

a feeling of intrigued not knowing what to 
expect 

and will I get through these seven days

day two serving oyroki feeling rushed 
confused worried 

ekai osho advice one step at a time 

so I asked to serve oryoki on 6th day so 
im confident with the basic eating oryoki 
practice.

Adjusting to sounds of clappers drums and 
the routine

dozing off during reading ekai osho said the 
back row to read the  text  felt awake and 
vibrant after reading text

one early morning think it was Easter 
Tuesday

silent in the zendo prostrations begun

an easter egg rolls out of the benjis pocket

self control for laughter while chanting 
heart sutra 

Personal time, do tai chi go for a walk a grey 
kangaroo hops past 

Things ive learnt 

dont over do things, pace yourself 

if get tired go for a nap 

look after yourself 

A Comment About Faith

BY KAREN THRELFALL

In one of the A classes recently, we had a discussion 
about faith. 

The text for the class was, Chapter 4, The Pathway to 
Faith, of Kogen Mizuno’s Basic Buddhist Concepts. At 

the bottom of page 81, it says, ‘In Buddhism, the relation 
between theory and practice is extremely close.’

Osho Sama was asking for people’s comments as he does 
and there was one comment that really stood out to me. 

One of the students when asked to comment on faith, 
said something along the lines of, ‘It says in the book that 

the relation between practice and theory is extremely 
close, so if my faith is lacking then I should check how my 

practice is going.’ This made so much sense. 

Osho Sama also said something along the lines of, ‘It is 
faith that has brought you to class today.’

John Hickey arrives at the Chatham St Zendo for 
class. Photograph: Karen Threlfall
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A Magic Place
Why You Should Go To Bodh Gaya (India)

BY TOSHI HIRANO

Buddha, the other three being Kushinagar, Lumbini and 
Sarnath. In 2002, Mahabodhi Temple, located in Bodh 
Gaya, become a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

MY EXPERIENCE

India offers you so many things: rich culture, lot of history, 
caste system, poverty, environmental harshness, very dif-
ferent food etc, People like us get culture shock! Good or 
bad it affects us even if you have a very open mind. 

This is my second visit to India. Last time was 25 years ago 
so lots of things have changed. My self is much older. I had 
some little nerves before the trip, I made a few mistakes 
and always there are some lessons to be learned.  Anyhow 
I managed, through time with other people’s help.

One episode I would like to tell relates to our Zen prac-
tice: I was told to hit the Han in the morning to give signal 
for Zazen.  Ekai Osho showed me how to do it once then 
he said just memorize and asked me to hit. I couldn’t do 
straight away. He showed me again then I got it.  After that I 
repeated in my head several times, I didn’t worry any more.  
After 2 days I had to teach one of the American students 
to hit the Han. K struggled a little so I gave her some notes, 
then Ekai Osho said that’s not the right way and it was true. 
She never memorized it, had to carry notes all time, then 
she missed a couple of days so I had another chance to 
teach. This time I asked A to practice and memorize and 
try till he gets it right. He was right within one day. Then K 
came back.  I took the notes away from her so she had to 
memorize and she hit the Han nicely soon after that. This 
is our practice: if we learn with the body we remember it’s 
like reading out loud and listening to our own voice. This 
was one of my best experiences this trip.

When you travel with Ekai Osho you have lots of chances 
to see how he handles situations and you can ask ques-
tions. I enjoy observing him and listening to what he says 
very much. At end of 3 weeks Ekai Osho said when he 
came to India his Eye opened. 

On the last day of Zazen practice my pal Tad did a very 
nice speech and I was very moved by his words “India will 
change people.” I agree. 

If you are studying Buddhism I would suggest you come 
and see Bodh Gaya. This is the root of Buddhism, the place 
where it started.

I asked a few important people to describe in a few words 
their thoughts about Bodh Gaya.

“Centre of Buddhism of world, still a point, mixing with 
other students, move like Buddha’s Mind.”
— Robert Pryor, head of Buddhist Studies Program at 
Antioch Education Abroad.

“Steel inside, chaos outside.” 
— Arthur, history teacher, taking over Antioch course 
from next year.

“Very holy place,  even important before Buddha. Cen-
tre for religious gathering. Current PM said make this 
place Spiritual Capital of the world.” 
— Guarav, Hindi language teacher.

“Magic place.” 
— Ekai Osho, Abbot and resident teacher of Jikishoan.
  
 “Great fan.” 
— Alex, director’s assistant and graudate of India pro-
gram.

I also asked a few students what they liked or disliked 
about Bodh Gaya. They liked: 

Temples, the chaos, challenge, color, people, communi-
ty, history, small town. 

They disliked: 

Poverty, shops, the chaos, smell, contact by men.

 
HISTORY OF BODH GAYA

Bodh Gaya is a religious site and place of pilgrimage asso-
ciated with the Mahabodhi Temple Complex in Gaya dis-
trict in the Indian state of Bihar.

It is famous as the place where Gautama Buddha is said to 
have obtained Enlightenment under what become known 
as the Bodhi Tree.

For Buddhists, Bodh Gaya is the most important of the 
main four pilgrimage sites related to the life of Gautama 



NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING

 
 

Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Inc. 
A0037927K 

The Eighteenth Annual General Meeting 
of Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Inc. 
will be held on Sunday, 11 September 2016, 

at the Australian Shiatsu College, 103 Evans 
Street, Brunswick, immediately after Sunday 
Sanzenkai Service. Full details will be provid-

ed in agenda papers, which will be sent to 
the Members of Jikishoan closer to the date.

Members, IBS Students and Friends are 
warmly invited to attend.

As part of the proceedings, the Abbot Ekai 
Korematsu Osho and the office bearers will 

report on past year’s activities and mem-
bership, and inform about Jikishoan’s future 

goals.

The term of office of existing Committee 
members expires at the Annual General 

Meeting. Members (Practice) are invited to 
nominate for the Committee of Manage-

ment, consisting of four Office Bearer posi-
tions (President, Vice-President, Secretary, 

Treasurer), and up to five Ordinary Commit-
tee members.

For further information, please contact me 
on 0430 599 430 or email  

christine @ mindfulstrategies.com.au.

Christine Maingard

Secretary, 17th Committee of Management
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Suresh: Osho sama’s friend. He owns a big hotel 
with a very good Japanese Chef

Siddartha: Founder of Naranjana Orphanage, 
owner of Sachi house

INTRODUCING...  
A few people I met in Bodh Gaya

Arthur: History teacher

“If you are studying Buddhism I would suggest 
you come and see Bodh Gaya. This is the root of 
Buddhism, the place where it started.”
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One Bright Pearl

BY KATRINA WOODLAND

On 6 April 2016 my mother, Margaret, passed away 
peacefully after a short struggle with illness, but a long 
struggle with physical and mental suffering.

When reflecting on the passing of our mother’s life we 
discovered that the meaning of Margaret is ‘pearl’, which 
was also the name of her own mother. 

A pearl is a very beautiful and precious stone.  It is formed 
when some form of irritant (like a grain of sand) embeds 
itself into a mollusc shell which secretes layers and layers 
of protective coating around the irritant in order to protect 
itself.

My mother experienced many ‘irritants’ or difficulties 
over her life. Her response to these at each and every step 
has always been to build a protective layer with each new 
challenge she faced.  This enabled her to face everything 
that came along with a sense of ‘I can do this’ and ‘I’ll give 
it a go’. This was her practice. The irritant was always there 
but what we experienced was the many beautiful layers 
that made up our mother. She was strong, resilient and 
very precious to us. 

My mother’s final gift was also precious, and that was 
to hold on so we could show her how deeply she was 
loved and to support her in her passing. For me this was 
a profound experience, and one that has helped me to 
accept the reality of this moment, and the Buddhist belief 
that life does not end at a person’s death. 

My own practice with my mother will continue but in a 
different form, and I hope with deeper insight into the true 
nature of the pearl. This is beautifully expressed by Master 
Gensa Shibi, and is the inspiration for Myoju:

‘The whole universe in the ten directions is one bright 
pearl.’

I would like to express my gratitude to the Jikishoan 
community for its support, and especially to Ekai Osho for 
his wisdom and guidance at this time.

Above: Margaret Woodland
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Poems
BY DAN CARTER

Following Jikishoan’s November retreat in 2015, I travelled to 
Toshoji. I arrived in time for Rohatsu Sesshin, celebrating the 

Buddha’s enlightenment, and left at the end of Nehan festivities, 
commemorating Buddha’s parinirvana. These are some of the 

words rolling through my head at the time.

Conjure the past 
With a ventriloquists laugh 

Fire up the present 
This side of heaven 

Threading the needle 
Beneath the church steeple 
Let it go ’coz nobody knows 

Scrunching the earth 
Between my ten toes.

◦ 
Continuously letting go of self 

And other 
Concentration and effort 
Simultaneously provide 

An ever-deepening awareness 
Of position. Returning… 
Once I have my position 

I am in-formed 
In emptiness 

Being in-formed 
There is no need for information 

And in fact 
Form can be let go of too 

◦
Through us all, the world flows 

Within me, life glows 
Flowing, I am inhabited 

Not yet, uninhibited.

Autumn
BY ANDREW CHIGEN HOLBORN

Today
is the autumn equinox.

I am fortunate
to be be sitting watching 
the sun shine on the dew

with a full belly.

If I spend too long
writing grandiose pronouncements

the washing will go out 
too late to dry.

This autumn has been fruitful:
good rains have fallen

and many couples
have booked me to help create

memorable, meaningful weddings.

Ten years ago
at a one day workshop in Ballarat

Ekai Osho said
“It’s not why, it’s how”

opening my heart to practising faith.

I have courted excitement 
finding my mind’s deep mud:

losing, then re-gaining
family, work and sangha.

Still
I return

The washing is ready.

Photographs taken by Dan Carter at Toshoji



Soto Kitchen
BY ANNIE BOLITHO

This recipe is for bulk umeboshi, to supply oryoki breakfasts for twenty to thirty people for a year. They will be stored in 
large vats in the care of the Ino. 

What’s the season for ume plums? In Japan, ume plums come into the markets in early summer at the time when rice is 
sprouting in the fields and early vegetables such as yellow, purple and green asparagus and spinach come in.  

At Toshoji, umeboshi are a highly desirable part of breakfast. Please note it is rude to have more than three. The ume-
boshi supply is homemade.

UMEBOSHI PICKLES

How to make umeboshi

1. Receive invitation from neighbouring temple’s abbot 
to pick ume plums.

2. After chosan, appear with ten others in samu wear 
and white head towel. 

3. Take three very large basins, four very large buckets 
and three blue tarpaulins.

4. Drive to Kichijo temple with Seido Suzuki Roshi. 
5. Pile out, meet Abbot and proceed to moss covered 

tree by old stone wall.
6. Lay out tarpaulins. 
7. Beat tree with sticks, crawl round on tarpaulins, gath-

ering yellow green plums. As the plum shower slows 
up, search more closely. Do not miss stray plums. 

8. When everyone else has decided there are no more 
plums, watch the Roshi’s climb and beat trees till not 
one plum has been left behind.

9. Enjoy refreshments. Take group photo. Return home.

Pickling
1. Sit in groups removing end stems of plums with tooth-

picks. Silent afternoon samu under tree.
2. When all fruit is ready, place in a brine of 20% salt to 

plum volume. 
3. Leave three days.
4. Pour off brine and throw away. By now plums will have 

shrunk.
5. Layer with salt – 20% salt to plum volume. 
6. Leave three days. Plums will sweat. Remove the brine 

that results and keep aside. 
7. Dry plums in the sun.
8. When dry, mix in shiso herb for red colour. Add brine.
9. Leave three months till ready. 
10. Enjoy.
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A lot of ume plums

Photographs: Annie Bolitho

Ume gathering

Group of ume gatherers



Calendar of Events
July – September 2015

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

DAY DATE TIME ACTIVITY LOCATION CONTACT

Sunday Weekly 5:30–7:45 PM Sanzenkai Brunswick Liam/Shona

7:45–8:30 PM Supper James/Anthony

Thursday Weekly 7:00–9:00 PM Sanzenkai Footscray Hannah/Phil

JULY

Sunday 10 July 2016 5.30 - 7.45pm Bansan - S2 Entering Brunswick Shona/Liam
Tuesday 12 July 2016 7:00–9:30 PM Committee Meeting #216 Footscray President 

Katherine 

AUGUST

Tuesday 16 August 2016 7:00–9.30 PM Committee Meeting #217 Footscray President  
Katherine

Sunday` 21 August 2016 NO SANZENKAI Brunswick Shona/Liam

SEPTEMBER

Sunday 11 September 2016 7:00–8:30 PM Annual General Meeting #18 Brunswick President 
Katherine

Tuesday 13 September 2016 7:00–9:30 PM Committee Meeting #218 Footscray President
Sunday 18 September 2016 9 AM - 12 PM Committee Orientation 

Workshop #17
President

ADDRESSES

Brunswick 
Australian Shiatsu College 
103 Evans StBrunswick VIC 
3056

Footscray 
On application. 

Post 
JZBC Inc 
PO Box 475 
Yarraville Vic 3013

Online 
www.jikishoan.org.au 
contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Publications (Shuppan) 
publications @ jikishoan.org.au 
webmaster @ jikishoan.org.au

CONTACT

General Enquiries 
Hannah Forsyth 
03 8307 0600 
contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Sunday Sanzenkai 

Zendo Coordinators 
Liam D’hondt, Zendo 
0497 988 612

Annie Bolitho, Roster 
03 9495 1412

Kitchen 
James Watt (Tenzo)  
0425 737 608

Anthony Wright (Roster) 
0412 812 708

Acting President (Kan’in) 
(and Membership Coor-
dinator)  
Shona Innes 
0421 285 338

Finance (Fusu)  
Naomi Richards 
0407 839 890 

Secretary (Shoji) 
Christine Maingard 
0430 599 430

Administrative Assistant-
Julie Martindale 
03 9499 2141

Ordinary Committee 
Members: 

Hannah Forsyth 
03 8307 0600

Iris Dillow 
03 5359 3616

Vaughan Behncke 
0427 319 378

Isabelle Henry 
0423 982 947

Robin Laurie 
(also Myoju Coordinator) 
0438 351 458

 

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT 2015–2016
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B2 (7–9pm Thursdays Footscray) 
Semester 2, 2016: 14 July 2016 to 15 December 2016. 
Bansan (Entering Ceremony) on 14 July 
Bansan (Exiting Ceremony) on 18 December 
Venue: Jikishoan Zendo Footscray

Cost is $240 per year (2 semesters) or $170 per semester.

Main Course C Retreats and overseas study (see below for 
Winter Bendoho Retreat). Jikishoan holds three seven-day re-
treats per year. For the remainder of 2016: Winter August 19 - 26, 
Spring November 18 - 25.  
$1365 / 3 retreats 2016, or $3780 / 9 retreats 2016–2018. 

ONE DAY WORKSHOPS
One Day Workshops are an intensive orientation to Zen practice 
for beginners as well as for those who have some experience. All 
workshops are held at the Footscray zendo. Includes morning 
and afternoon teas and lunch.

9:00am–4:00pm Sunday August 17. Non-members $90, mem-
bers and IBS students by donation. 

 
WINTER BENDOHO RETREAT

A seven-day intensive residential Zen experience, including daily 
Chosan (morning tea), Dokusan (interview with the Teacher), 
Teaching and Teisho (afternoon Dharma talk).

Cost depends on the number of days attended and includes 
meals and accommodation. 

6pm Friday August 19 - 2pm Friday August 26 
Venue: Adekate Fellowship Centre, Dean Victoria

 
WINTER LECTURES AT  KAGYU E-VAM INSTITUTE

By invitation from Kagyu E-Vam Institute, Ekai Osho will give 
a series of lectures on Friday nights at Kagyu E-Vam Institute 
during the month of July.

Dates: July 1, 8, 15, 22. 
Venue: 673 Lygon St. Nth Carlton. 
Enquiries: Please contact Kagyu E-Vam Institute on (03) 9387 
0422

 
IBS COORDINATORS

General Enquiry and Main Course C: 
Hannah Forsyth: ph. 8307 0600  
IBS Student Secretary and Main Course B:  
Shona Innes: 0421 285 338   
Main Course A: Katherine Yeo: 0422 407 870 

 
GENERAL ENQUIRY, BOOKING and ENROLMENT

Phone 03 8307 0600 or email: contact @jikishoan.org.au20

Teachings are given personally by Ekai Korematsu Osho. 
Please see the website for detailed course descrip-
tions or see further contact options at box below right.  

SANZENKAI

Brunswick (5.30–7.45pm Sundays)

Zazen (sitting meditation), kinhin (walking meditation), tea cer-
emony, chanting service and Dharma talk (by the teacher or an 
experienced member). For beginners, members and friends.

Newcomers, please arrive by 5.15pm. Attendance by donation 
(according to your means). Participants are welcome to stay for 
an informal supper.

Bansan (entering): commencment Main Course B Semester 2, 
July 10. There is no Sanzenkai on  Sunday August 21.

Footscray (7–9pm Thursdays)

Zazen and kinhin meditation, tea ceremony, chanting ser-
vice and reading. Attendance by donation. Bansan is on 
July 14, and there is no Sanzenkai on Thursday August 25.  

INTEGRATED BUDDHIST STUDIES

Main Course A Meditation, practice and study in the Jikishoan 
Zendo. One class a week for ten weeks. Runs three times a week 
(A1, A2 and A3) with the same teacher and same content. 

Main Course A1 - Jikishoan Zendo Footscray 
Ten classes 9 - 11 AM Saturdays

• Term 3, July 9 - September 17

• Term 4, October 1 - December 10

Main Course A2 - Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick 
Ten classes 5.30 - 7.30 PM Saturdays

• Term 3, July 9 - September 17

• Term 4, October 1 - December 10

Main Course A3 - Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick 
Ten classes 7 - 9 PM Wednesdays

• Term 3, July 13 - September 21

• Term 4, October 5 - December 10

Cost is $60 admission fee, $545 per year (4 terms, 40 classes), 
$170 per term (10 classes) or $90 for 5 classes (casual). Mem-
bers by donation for casual classes.

Main Course B Community based practice and Buddhist study 
in everyday life.

B1 (5–8.30pm Sundays Brunswick) 
Semester 2, 2016: 10 July 2016 to 18 December 2016. 
Bansan (Entering Ceremony) on 10 July 2016. 
Bansan (Exiting Ceremony) on 18 December 2016 
Venue: Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick

Teaching Schedule, July–September 2016


